
Time to see what the leaders are up to?

If you’re not in profit you might be looking at the top syndicates who have increased their
portfolios by up to $5,000 and wondering how they are doing it. Especially in this that has
been very volatile (moving up and down a lot).

To help answer your question, we have taken a look into the trading activity of a few of the
leaders as well as some of the most popular stocks traded by the top 10 syndicates.

Top 10 Syndicates: Out of the top 10 syndicates, there is a mix of strategies being used. There are three
syndicates that have chosen to buy and hold, they have not sold at all. Four have mostly held, but have sold a
couple of times to either lock in profits or get rid of non performing stocks. There are three syndicates that have
bought and sold quite a bit. 

The most popular stocks traded by these syndicates include: BPT - Beach Energy, STO - Santos, RSG -
Resolute Mining, BKL - Blackmores, APO - APN Outdoor and ILU - Iluka Resources.

An inside look - 3 portfolios: We have randomly chosen 3 leading portfolios*. In fairness to these syndicates,
we have hidden some of the shares they have invested in; however, this doesn’t stop you from seeing the
strategy they are using. Please remember, that trying to immediately replicate the leading portfolios would be
missing the point, as the shares they hold may have already shown their greatest gains.

Syndicate A: This player is using a mostly buy and hold strategy. They have bought 8 times and sold twice,
locking in profits both times. At present they hold 6 stocks including NCM, QAN, TLS, WOW and 2 others.

Syndicate B: This player is using a buy and hold strategy. They have not sold any stocks. They hold 4 stocks
including WPL, BPT and two others.

Syndicate C: This player has bought 10 times and sold 4 times. They have sold to both lock in profits, but also
to get out of some non-performing stocks. At present they are holding 7 stocks including BBN, BPT, SCP, JHC,
S32 and two others.

You can view syndicate portfolios here. (CSV 2KB)

As you can see the top syndicates are using a variety of strategies. It is important to remember, it is about
playing your own game, learning and testing your own strategies and seeing what works for you.

Don’t be frustrated if your portfolio is showing losses. This is a difficult market to trade in, however, as a result
you should be learning some valuable lessons.  
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https://game.asx.com.au/static/documents/18_ssmg_04_18_portfolios.csv


 
The indices and share price list has been updated for the period: 8 March - 2 May

https://game.asx.com.au/static/documents/18ssmg_companylist_05_02.csv
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